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 Segway MiniPro Bluetooth app

» user PIN number not always used for authentication

 attacker can send arbitrary commands without the user-chosen PIN

» unauthenticated firmware update

 man-in-the-middle can force update with malicious firmware
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MOVING ALONG THEN, NOTHING TO SEE HERE … 
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EXTREME MEASURES?

 (CVE-2016-5084) Communications transmitted in cleartext

 (CVE-2016-5085) Weak pairing between remote and pump

» Attackers can trivially sniff the remote/pump key and then spoof being the 
remote or the pump. This can be done without knowledge of how the key is 
generated. This vulnerability can be used to remotely dispense insulin and 
potentially cause the patient to have a hypoglycemic reaction.

 (CVE-2016-5086) Lack of replay attack prevention or transmission 

assurance

» Communication between the pump and remote have no sequence numbers, 
timestamps, or other forms of defense against replay attacks. Because of this, 
attackers can capture remote transmissions and replay them later to perform 
an insulin bolus without special knowledge, which can potentially cause them 
to have hypoglycemic reaction.
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WHEN STRANGERS CAN CONTROL OUR LIGHTS …

 FAU researchers discover security flaws in 

smart home products

» Security weaknesses in ZigBee, an important 
wireless standard employed for the control of smart 
home products. 

» More than 100 million products that use ZigBee 
technology are estimated to have been distributed 
around the world. 

» The most recent version, ZigBee 3.0, was released in 
December 2016
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AT LEAST MY PHONE IS SAFE, RIGHT?

 5.3 Billion devices affected

 8 zero-day vulnerabilities
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 “90 min after doors open: Complete remote control on the 

operating system level of the Winvote voting terminal 

(including election data).”

 “On the e-pollbook front: internal data structure already 

discovered and reverse engineered within an hour.” 

#VotingVillage
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MY POINT: DON’T BE A POGUE!!

 Safety and security are very different requirements

» … despite their failures often leading to similar results

 Security must be a first class design concern

» Security “fixes” are nothing of the sort; bad design cannot be patched in

 Do not do homegrown crypto, a la WEP

» Do talk to your friendly security expert

 Do not assume away vulnerabilities

» Attacks only get better

 Performance requirements are not an excuse for poor security
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LEGAL CONCERNS (PREDICTION)

 Most security engineering failures are entirely avoidable
» This raises professional standard of care liability

 It is only a matter of time before a case of device malicious 
device misuse leads to a death/severe injury to a sympathetic 
client
» Company gets sued for negligence

» Angry jury awards big money

» Company starts paying attention (or goes out of business)

» Other companies start paying attention

 Q: Do we have the engineers who can fix this?
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ENGINEERING EDUCATION

 How many hours does an engineering student spend on 
security as a concern?

 Have they had anyone “redteam” their design/ 
implementation?

 Do we have the necessary faculty to incorporate security into 
the curriculum?
» This is a newish concern—they haven’t had to deal with it in college

 It seems inevitable that secure engineering practices would 
need to be incorporated systematically

Why not start NOW?
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